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MINUTES
Advisory Committee on Model Civil Jury Instructions
May 8, 2006
1:00 p.m.
Present:

Paul M. Belnap, Juli Blanch, Francis J. Carney, Ralph L. Dewsnup, Marianna Di
Paolo, Phillip S. Ferguson, Tracy H. Fowler, L. Rich Humpherys, Jathan Janove
(chair of the employment law subcommittee), Colin P. King, Timothy M. Shea,
Paul M. Simmons, David E. West and John L. Young (chair)

Excused:

Honorable William W. Barrett, Jr.

Mr. Young called the meeting to order.
Draft Instructions
The committee reviewed the following instructions.
1.
210. Superseding cause. The committee note says that whether negligent conduct
can be a superseding cause is an open issue. Mr. Young suggested revising the second paragraph
of the instruction to make the alternatives clearer. Mr. Simmons suggested changing “negative
conduct” to “fault.” He also noted that the phrase “his conduct” at the end of the second
paragraph was ambiguous, because it could refer to the defendant or the third party. Mr. King
and Mr. Humpherys thought that the question of whether the harm was within the scope of the
risk created was a question for the court and not the jury. Mr. King also suggested deleting
“particular” before “harm.” He noted that it came from Restatement (Second) of Torts § 442B.
Dr. Di Paolo asked what “particular” meant in the context of the instruction. Mr. Shea and Mr.
Ferguson said it referred to the injury the plaintiff suffered. Mr. King thought that the law should
be that the third party’s act must create an increased risk of the same harm. Mr. Belnap
questioned whether the last paragraph of the instruction and the first paragraph of the advisory
committee note were accurate. Mr. Carney noted that the “extraordinary” requirement of the last
paragraph came from Restatement (Second) of Torts § 442. Mr. Ferguson read the former
instruction (MUJI 3.16). Mr. West suggested returning to MUJI 3.16 but adding a committee
note saying that some members of the committee think the instruction should not be used at all in
light of the Utah Liability Reform Act (LRA). Mr. Carney read the California instruction on
superseding cause (CACI 432). Ms. Blanch and Dr. Di Paolo thought the structure of the
California instruction was easier to follow. Mr. Humpherys, however, thought the California
instruction’s definition of foreseeability in the third paragraph (that the defendant “did not know
and had no reason to expect”) created a subjective standard and was too restrictive. Mr.
Dewsnup thought the instruction should read that the defendant “did not and could not foresee.”
Dr. Di Paolo noted that “did not foresee” was unnecessary. She also suggested keeping the
extraordinary and foreseeable requirements separate, as they are in the California instruction.
Mr. King thought that the latter standard should be an objective one (i.e., that the actor knew or
had reason to know). On further reflection, Mr. Humphery approved of the California
instruction, noting that the issue is not the liability of the third party but whether the third party’s
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conduct should relieve the defendant from liability. Mr. Young suggested adding a reference to
Harris v. UTA, 671 P.2d 217 (Utah 1983). Mr. Shea questioned whether Mitchell, a pre-LRA
case, should be cited as authority. Mr. Simmons suggested deleting the phrase “rather than
allocating his fault under the LRA” from the last paragraph of the committee note. The
instruction was ultimately revised to read as follows:
[Name of defendant] claims that he is not liable for [name of plaintiff]’s
harm because of the later fault of [name of third party]. To avoid liability for the
harm, [name of defendant] must prove all of the following:
(1) that [name of third party]’s conduct occurred after [name of
defendant]’s conduct;
(2) that a reasonable person would consider [name of third party]’s
conduct extraordinary;
(3) that [name of defendant] could not foresee that [name of third party]
would act in
[Alternative A: an intentional]
[Alternative B: a negligent]
manner; and
(4) that the harm resulting from [name of third party]’s conduct was
different from the kind of harm that could have been reasonably expected from
[name of defendant]’s conduct.
2.
2012. Noneconomic damages. Loss of consortium. Mr. Simmons noted that loss
of “financial support” is not part of loss of consortium. Dr. Di Paolo suggested making the last
sentence of the first paragraph the second sentence, since it defines loss of consortium. Mr. West
reviewed the history of loss of consortium under Utah law. Some committee members thought
that the last paragraph of the instruction was covered by other instructions. Others thought the
last paragraph was necessary so that the jury would not award damages for loss of consortium
where it found the spouse less than 50% at fault but the injured party (or the injured party and
spouse combined) more than 50% at fault. Mr. Shea thought that, if that was the intent, the last
paragraph could say so more clearly. Mr. Humpherys noted that the statute does not clearly
require that the fault of both spouses be combined. Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Fowler thought that
that was the clear intent of the statute; otherwise, the statute would be redundant to the LRA.
Mr. King noted, however, that if the spouses’ fault is combined, the injured spouse could
recover, but the other spouse could not, which, he felt, was nonsensical. Mr. Ferguson and Ms.
Blanch thought this result was fair because a spouse’s claim for loss of consortium only arises
because of the claimant’s marital status, and that status can fairly limit his or her claim as well.
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Mr. Humpherys and Mr. King suggested noting a difference of opinion on this issue in the
advisory committee note. They also thought that the instruction should explain to the jury the
effect of its allocation of fault, as the last paragraph attempted to do. Mr. Fowler thought the
instruction should also make clear who has the burden of proof. Mr. King objected to the use of
the term “loss” in the first paragraph; he thought it implied a complete loss. The committee,
however, noted that a “loss” of benefits can be a partial loss. Mr. Dewsnup suggested deleting
the last paragraph of the advisory committee note, relating to filial consortium. The instruction
was revised to read:
Noneconomic damages include loss of consortium. Loss of consortium is
loss of the benefits that one spouse expects to receive from the other, such as
companionship, cooperation, affection, aid and sexual relations.
To award damages for loss of consortium, it must be proven that [name of
plaintiff] has suffered
(a) a significant permanent injury that substantially changes his lifestyle
and
(b) one or more of the following:
(1) a partial or complete paralysis of one or more of the
extremities;
(2) significant disfigurement; or
(3) incapability of performing the types of jobs he performed
before the injury.
[You must decide whether [name of spouse] was [name of plaintiff]’s
spouse at the time of [name of plaintiff]’s injury. “Spouse” means the legal
relationship established between a man and a woman as recognized by the laws of
Utah.]
You must allocate fault as I have instructed you in Instruction 211
including [name of spouse] in your allocation. If you decide that the [combined]
fault of [name of plaintiff] and [name of spouse] is 50% or greater, [name of
spouse] will recover nothing for loss of consortium. If you decide that [name of
plaintiff] has no claim against [name of defendant], then [name of spouse] also
has no claim. As with other damages, do not reduce the award by [name of
plaintiff]’s and [name of spouse]’s percentage of fault. I will make that
calculation later.
3.
Employment Instructions. Jathan Janove, the chair of the employment law
subcommittee, joined the meeting.
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a.
1911. Breach of employment contract. Just cause. Dr. Di Paolo
questioned whether “pretextual” was plain English. Others also questioned “capricious.”
Suggested synonyms included “phony,” “sham,” “untrue,” “without basis,” “contrived,”
and “bad faith.” Mr. Humpherys thought that “bad faith” was misleading because it
suggests a malicious motive, which the law does not require. Mr. Janove thought the
concept was covered by the requirement that the termination be “fair and honest” and by a
prior instruction stating that the plaintiff claims he was fired for a certain reason and
further claims the reason was a pretext. The instruction was revised to read:
Termination is for just cause if it is for a fair and honest cause or
reason, made in good faith, as opposed to one that is trivial, unrelated to
business needs or goals, or is a pretext for a capricious, illegal or bad-faith
termination.
Ms. Blanch was excused.
b.
1913. Fiduciary duty. Mr. Ferguson questioned whether the instruction
belonged in the employment instructions or should be included in another section. Mr.
Carney suggested keeping the instruction at least until a more general instruction is
approved. Mr. Young suggested making the third paragraph the first paragraph. Mr.
Simmons questioned whether the existence of a fiduciary duty was a question of law or a
question of fact or a mixed question of law and fact. Mr. Ferguson and Mr. King thought
that the instruction failed to spell out the elements of a claim and the consequences of the
jury’s finding. Mr. Ferguson moved (Mr. King seconding the motion) that the instruction
be tabled until a later meeting. The motion passed without opposition.
c.
1914. Damages. Express and implied contract claim. Mr. Young thought
that the instruction was covered by the general damage instructions on economic and
noneconomic damages. Mr. Ferguson pointed out that “general” damages has a different
meaning in contract law than it does in tort law. Mr. Humpherys questioned whether the
tort damage instructions included in the general damage instruction fit in an employment
case. Mr. Ferguson suggested having two categories of damages for employment cases-contract damages, and non-contract or tort damages. Mr. Young asked whether
instructions 1914 through 1916 should be combined to make it clear that they are all
contract damages? Mr. Shea suggested changing the titles of the instructions to draw the
necessary distinctions. Mr. Young suggested deleting the second paragraph of the
instruction. Instruction 1914 was revised to read:
1914. Contract damages. Introduction.
If an employer has wrongfully terminated the employee in breach
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of a contract, you may award the employee damages. Damages
recoverable for breach of contract include general damages and
consequential damages.
I will now explain what general damages and consequential
damages mean.
d.
1915. Damages. General damages. Mr. Young suggested that
instructions 1915 and 1916 spell out the elements of general and consequential damages,
respectively. He also suggested keeping mitigation of damages separate from the
instructions on the elements of damage. The instruction was revised to read:
1915. Contract damages. General damages.
General damages are those that flow naturally from the breach of
the employment contract. In other words, those damages which, from
common sense and experience, would naturally be expected to result from
[name of defendant]’s breach.
To recover general damages, [name of plaintiff] must prove:
(1) [the amount of wages or salary that [name of plaintiff] would
have received from [name of defendant] during the period you find the
employment was reasonably certain to have continued;]
(2) [the amount of benefits during the same period;] and
(3) [other items of damage in evidence].
Dr. Di Paolo was excused.
e.
1916. Damages. Consequential damages. Mr. Humpherys questioned
whether the phrase “within the contemplation of the parties” was clear to average jurors.
Mr. Dewsnup suggested “thought about” or “anticipated.” Mr. Humpherys also
questioned whether the damages had to have been contemplated “at the time the contract
was made,” or whether that phrase unduly limited damages in cases of contracts that were
modified or renewed. Mr. Janove noted that the relevant time is the time the promise that
was breached was made. Mr. Shea suggested deleting the last sentence of paragraph 1.
Others suggested also deleting the preceding sentence. Mr. West thought the
“contemplation” test was outdated and that modern cases use a foreseeability test. Mr.
Carney thought that “reasonably anticipated” was better than “contemplation.” Mr.
Ferguson noted that in litigated cases the damages disputed are almost never
contemplated in fact. Mr. Dewsnup suggested that the distinction was not important
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because the instruction gives alternative tests: “within the contemplation of the parties or
were reasonably foreseeable.” Mr. Simmons questioned whether the “reasonable
certainty” standard for the amount of damages was a higher standard than a
preponderance of the evidence. Someone questioned the use of the phrase “absolute
precision” and suggested “mathematical precision.” The committee agreed to say that the
amount of consequential damages must be shown “with reasonable approximation, not
with absolute precision.” The instruction was revised to read:
1916. Contract damages. Consequential damages.
Consequential damages are those damages that were contemplated
by [name of plaintiff] and [name of defendant] or were reasonably
foreseeable by them at the time the terms of the employment contract were
made.
To recover consequential damages, [name of plaintiff] must prove:
(1) that the consequential damages were caused by the breach;
(2) that the consequential damages were contemplated or
reasonably foreseeable at the time the terms of the employment contract
were made; and
(3) the amount of the consequential damages with reasonable
approximation, not with absolute precision.
f.
1917. Compensatory damages. Public policy wrongful termination. Mr.
Humpherys suggested renaming the instruction “Tort damages.” The committee was not
clear when the instruction would apply; for example, can there be tort damages in a
contract setting? Mr. Young and Mr. Humpherys asked whether the instruction should be
renamed “Noneconomic damages.” Several committee members suggested deleting the
last two paragraphs of the instruction. Mr. Humpherys suggested using some of the
language from the general damage instructions. Mr. Young suggested adding a
committee note regarding the standard of proof for the different types of damages. The
instruction was revised to read:
1917. Damages for wrongful termination in violation of public policy.
If [name of defendant] terminated [name of plaintiff] in violation
of public policy, [name of plaintiff] is entitled to recover:
(1) general damages that flow naturally from the breach;
(2) consequential damages that were contemplated or reasonably
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foreseeable by [name of plaintiff] and [name of defendant] at the time the
terms of the employment contract were made; and
(3) noneconomic damages.
I will now explain what each of these means.
[Give Instruction 2002 regarding proof of damages.]
[Give Instruction 1915 regarding general damages.]
[Give Instruction 1916 regarding consequential damages.]
[Give Instruction 2004 regarding noneconomic damages.]
g.
1918. Damages. Breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing. Mr. West noted that the instruction does not define the elements of damage.
Mr. Janove said there was no specific employment case. The instruction was based on
Beck v. Farmers Insurance Exchange, an insurance bad-faith case. The case law does not
specify the duties that the implied covenant requires in a non-insurance context. Mr.
Young and Mr. King thought the instruction could be covered in the contract instructions
and that a separate instruction for employment contracts was unnecessary. Mr.
Humpherys suggested adapting MUJI 26.30 to an employment setting.
Mr. Humpherys will check with Karra Porter of his office to see if there
is any case law applying the duty of good faith in the employment context,
and, if there is, he may submit a proposed instruction to replace 1918.
h.
1919. Damages. Employee duty to mitigate damages. Mr. King thought
the instruction misstated the employer’s burden and that the third paragraph should say
the employee “could reasonably have” obtained comparable employment, not “might”
have obtained. Mr. Humpherys suggested replacing “employer” and “employee” with the
names of the parties. Several committee members noted that the third and fourth
paragraphs were inconsistent on whose burden it is to prove mitigation or lack thereof.
Mr. West questioned whether the other work a party must take to mitigate damages must
be comparable. Mr. Janove said that it must and suggested factors that the jury should
consider. Mr. Humpherys thought that the instruction should clearly explain that the jury,
not the judge, should make any reduction in damages for failure to mitigate. The
instruction was revised to read:
An employee who has lost wages as a result of termination has a
duty to make reasonable efforts to find comparable employment, but the
employee is not required to make every effort possible to avoid the
damages.
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If [name of plaintiff] found new employment, deduct the amount
earned from any damages awarded. If [name of plaintiff] through
reasonable efforts could have found comparable employment, deduct the
amount that he could have earned from any damages awarded.
[Name of defendant] has the burden of proving that [name of
plaintiff] obtained or reasonably could have obtained comparable
employment of a similar character.
i.
1920. Special damages. Unemployment compensation. Mr. Young
suggested changing the title to “Collateral sources.” Although there is a general
instruction on collateral sources, Mr. Humpherys thought that a more specific instruction
for employment cases was necessary because evidence of employment benefits may come
in at trial. Mr. Ferguson suggested changing “financial” to “economic.” Mr. West asked
whether there is a general instruction on whether damages are taxable. Some committee
members thought that there should be.
4.
Damage Instructions. Mr. Shea reviewed a number of damage instructions, which
he has edited for consistency and style.
a.
2002. Proof of damages. Mr. Belnap suggested leaving out the last
paragraph. Messrs. Ferguson, Fowler and Dewsnup agreed. Mr. Humpherys, Mr. King
and Mr. Simmons, however, thought that the last paragraph explained a new concept,
namely, that any uncertainty in the amount of damages should be resolved against the
defendant.
b.
2008. Economic damages. Injury to personal property. Mr. Simmons
suggested changing “would be” to “are” in this instruction and instruction 2009.
c.
2009. Economic damages. Injury to real property. Mr. Humpherys
suggested using “land” instead of “real property.” Others noted, however, that the injury
does not necessarily have to be to the land itself but can be to improvements on the land.
Mr. Humpherys thought that “real property” needed to be defined. Mr. Simmons
suggested adding “as a result of the negative perception” to the end of the instruction.
d.
2013. Wrongful death claim. Minor. Factors for deciding damages. Mr.
Simmons questioned why funeral and burial expenses were listed in instruction 2013 but
not in instruction 2012 (for the wrongful death of an adult). Committee members
responded that, under Utah law, for the heirs of an adult to recover funeral and burial
expenses the estate must be impecunious.
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Other Matters.
5.
Mr. Shea reported that the instructions that the committee has approved to date
will now be available on-line for courts and practitioners to use.
6.
Mr. Shea reported that there will be a presentation on May 25, 2006, to the district
court judges of the on-line instructions, at which he will ask the judges for feedback on the
instructions. Several committee members expressed an interest in attending the presentation.
Mr. Shea will see if they can attend.
7.
Mr. Young reported that the next areas the committee will cover will be products
liability and medical malpractice.
The meeting concluded at 6:00 p.m.
Next Meeting. The next meeting will be Monday, July 10, 2006, at 4:00 p.m. The
committee will not meet in June 2006.

Introduction to the Model Utah Jury Instructions, Second Edition.
The Supreme Court has two advisory committees, one for civil instructions and one
for criminal instructions, working to draft new and amended instructions to conform to
Utah law. The Court will not promulgate the instructions in the same manner as it does
the rules of procedure and evidence; rather the Court relies on its committees and their
subcommittees, consisting of lawyers of varied interests and expertise, to subject the
model instructions to a full and open critical appraisal.
The Utah Supreme Court approves this Second Edition of the Model Utah Jury
Instructions (MUJI 2d) for use in jury trials. An accurate statement of the law is critical to
instructing the jury, but accuracy is meaningless if the statement is not understood - or
is misunderstood - by jurors. MUJI 2d is intended to be an accurate statement of the law
using simple structure and, where possible, words of ordinary meaning. Using a model
instruction, however, is not a guarantee of legal sufficiency. MUJI 2d is a summary
statement of Utah law but is not the final expression of the law. In the context of any
particular case, the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals may review a model instruction.
The Court encourages the bar and bench to use the model instructions, but the judge
retains ultimate responsibility to decide the appropriate instructions to use. (The
criminal committee approved the following: “The instructions are being provided at the
direction of the Court and with the Court's encouragement to the bar and bench that
they be used; nevertheless, the judge retains ultimate responsibility to determine the
appropriate instructions to be used. ”)
For civil instructions, MUJI 2d eventually will replace the original MUJI published by
the Utah State Bar. For criminal instructions, MUJI 2d represents the first published
compilation of instructions in Utah.
MUJI 2d will be a continual work in progress, with new and amended instructions
being published periodically on the state court web site. Although there is no comment
period for jury instructions as there is for rules, we encourage lawyers and judges to
share their experience and suggestions with the advisory committees: experience with
these model instructions and with instructions that are not yet included here. Judges
and lawyers who draft a clearer instruction than is contained in these model instructions
should share it with the appropriate committee.
If there is no Utah model instruction, the judge must nevertheless instruct the jury.
The judge’s task is to further the jurors’ understanding of the law and their responsibility
though accuracy, clarity and simplicity. To assist in this task, links on this page lead to
principles for plain-language drafting and to the pattern instructions of some other
jurisdictions.
Judges should Depending on the circumstances and at the judge's discretion, the
judge may instruct the jurors at times during the trial when the instruction will most help
the jurors. Many instructions historically given at the end of the trial should may be given
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at the beginning or during the trial so that jurors know what to expect. The fact that an
instruction is not organized here among the opening instructions does not mean that it
cannot be given at the beginning of the trial. Instructions relevant to a particular part of
the trial should be given just before that part. A judge might repeat an instruction during
or at the end of the trial to help protect the integrity of the process or to help the jurors
understand the case and their responsibilities.
When preparing written instructions, judges and lawyers should include the title of
the instruction. This information helps jurors organize their deliberation and decisionmaking. Judges should provide a copy of the written instructions to each juror. This is
permitted under the rules of procedure and is a sound practice because it allows each
juror to follow the instructions as they are read and to refer to them during deliberations.
MUJI 2d is drafted without using gender-specific pronouns whenever reasonably
possible. However, sometimes the simplest, most direct statement requires using
pronouns. The criminal committee uses pronouns of both genders as its protocol. In the
trial of criminal cases, often there will not be time to edit the instructions to fit the
circumstances of a particular case, and the criminal instructions are drafted so that they
might be read without further concern for pronoun gender. The civil committee uses
masculine pronouns as its protocol. In the trial of civil cases there often is more time to
edit the instructions. Further, in civil cases, the parties are not limited to individual males
and females but include also government and business entities and multiple parties.
Judges and lawyers should replace masculine with feminine or impersonal pronouns to
fit the circumstances of the case at hand. Judges and lawyers also are encouraged in
civil cases to use party names instead of "the plaintiff" or "the defendant." In these and
other circumstances judges and lawyers should edit the instructions to fit the
circumstances of the case.
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

<RichHumpherys@chrisjen.com>
"Tim Shea" <tims@email.utcourts.gov>
5/18/06 2:03PM
Re: May 8 amendments

Tim,
I asked Karra Porter from our office to review the instructions Re:
employment instructions. She specializes in this area of law. She
expressed some concerns about some of them. After listening to her, I
have to agree that we may want to adjust 2 or 3 of them.
For example:
Inst 1913, it sounds a little like the jury is to determine whether there
is a fiduciary duty. Instead it is the judge that determines this. Most
commonly, it is the employer who can claim the employee breached a
fiduciary duty, not the other way around. Therefore this inst would
appear to apply to a counter claim by the employer. Therefore it should
be a later number, at the back of the other instructions.
Inst 1915 and 1916, which differentiate between general and consequential
damages, Karra said that any damage could end up either as a general or a
consequential, depending on the circumstances. Therefore trying to
distinguish the detailed damage as one or the other creates a potential
problem. She suggest combining the two, giving only a general explanation
of what each is, and letting the attorneys in each case try to specify
what damage may apply to what category.
Inst 1911 is entitled "Breach of employment contract. Just cause." This
may create some confusion because you can have a cause of action for
breach of employment contract or wrongful termination, which may be quite
different. The name should be changed to be consistent with a termination
claim. Also, Karra believes it is bad law to use the word "fair" because
it is too broad, general and contrary to the specific law that may apply.
If the words "fair and" are taken out, she thinks the instruction is
correct. Also, this "Just Cause" instruction does not apply to "at will"
terminations and there must be a contract provision that specifically
allows this instruction. In other words, she says that a judge must first
rule that the contract allows this instruction. Maybe an advisory note
should be added to limit its use to this circumstance.
Inst 1919, also seems to be misnamed. It is entitled "Special damages.
Unemployment compensation". Isn't this a collateral source instruction?
Why is Inst 1912 missing?

Did we defer this?

Let me know if we can do anything more.
Rich
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1908. Rebutting the "at-will" presumption. Intent of the parties.
In deciding whether the parties intended to create an employment contract that could
not be terminated at will, you must consider all of the circumstances of the employment.
[Evidence may be derived from the employment manuals, oral statements, the conduct
of the parties, announced personnel policies, practices of a particular trade or industry,
and other circumstances.]
MUJI 1st References.
18.5; 18.6.
References.
Hodgson v. Bunzl Utah, Inc., 844 P.2d 331 (Utah 1992).
Sanderson v. First Security Leasing Co., 844 P.2d 303 (Utah 1992).
Johnson v. Morton Thiokol, Inc., 818 P.2d 997 (Utah 1991).
Arnold v. B.J. Titan Services Co., 783 P.2d 541, 543-44 (Utah 1989).
Gilmore v. Community Action Program, 775 P.2d 940, 942 (Utah App. 1989).
Johnson v. Kimberly Clark Worldwide, Inc., 86 F. Supp. 2d 1119, 1121 (D. Utah
2000).
Advisory Committee Notes.
The bracketed sentence need not be given if Instruction 1903 is given.
Staff Notes.
Status. Approved for use: 4/10/2006
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1909. Rebutting the "at-will" presumption. Violation of public policy.
I have determined that [describe policy] is a clear and substantial public policy. To
establish that [he] was terminated in violation of this policy [name of plaintiff] must prove
that:
(1) the public policy applies to [his] conduct [describe conduct]; and
[Alternative A] (2) [his] employment was terminated at least in part because [he] [did
something] [did not do something] protected by the public policy.
If [name of plaintiff] establishes these two points, then [name of defendant] may
provide evidence that there was a legitimate reason for the termination. If [name of
defendant] provides evidence of a legitimate reason for the termination, then [name of
plaintiff] must prove that [his] conduct protected by the public policy was a substantial
factor in [his] termination.
[Alternative B] (2) [name of plaintiff]'s conduct protected by the public policy was a
substantial factor in [his] termination.
MUJI 1st References.
18.10; 18.11.
References.
Ryan v. Dan's Food Stores, Inc. 972 P.2d 395, 404-405 (Utah 1998).
Gottling v. P.R. Inc., 61 P.3d 989 (Utah 2002).
Barela v. C.R. England & Sons, 197 F.3d 1313, 1316 (10th Cir. 1999).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Alternative A is drafted to conform to the shifting burdens discussed in the caselaw.
In the opinion of the committee, that path may be difficult for jurors to follow, especially if
the employee and the employer put on their best evidence in the first instance, rather
than engage in the back and forth anticipated in the caselaw. Under Alternative B, the
jurors would simply weigh all of the evidence produced by all of the parties to decide
whether the conduct protected by the policy was a “substantial factor” in terminating the
employee. If Alternative A is planned to be used, the judge should explain during the
course of the trial the concept of shifting burdens so that jurors understand who is
responsible for what.
Whether a claimed public policy is sufficiently clear and substantial to give rise to a
claim is a matter of law to be decided by the judge.
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Staff Notes.
Status. Approved for use: 4/10/2006
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1911. Breach of employment contract. Just cause.
Termination is for just cause if it is for a fair and honest cause or reason, made in
good faith as opposed to one that is trivial, unrelated to business needs or goals, or is a
pretext for a capricious, illegal or bad faith termination.
MUJI 1st References.
References.
Uintah Basin Medical Center v. Hardy, 2005 UT App 92, 110 P.3d 168, 174-75.
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Changes from: 5/8/2006
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1912. Constructive termination.
The termination of employment by an employer may be actual or constructive. The
termination is actual when the employer notifies the employee that [he] has been
terminated. The termination is constructive when an employee [resigns/retires] because
an employer creates, or knowingly permits to exist, working conditions that are so
intolerable that a reasonable person in the employee's position would feel compelled to
[resign/retire].
To prove constructive termination, [name of plaintiff] must show that the working
conditions were so intolerable at the time [he] [resigned/retired] that a reasonable
person in the same circumstances would feel compelled to [resign/retire]. A compelled
[resignation/retirement] is the same as being terminated.
MUJI 1st References.
References.
Sheikh v. Department of Pub. Safety, 904 P.2d 1103, 1007 (Utah App. 1995).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Approved for use: 4/10/2006
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1913. Fiduciary duty.
To show a breach of a fiduciary duty, it must be proved that [name of defendant]
owed [name of plaintiff] an extraordinary duty of fidelity, confidentiality, honor, trust and
dependability. If you find that [name of defendant] violated this duty, you must decide
whether [name of plaintiff] was harmed by reason of the breach.
When the relationship which created the fiduciary duty ends, the fiduciary duty ends
as well.
MUJI 1st References.
References.
Prince, Yeates & Geldzahler v. Young, 2004 UT 26.
Semenov v. Hill, 982 P.2d 578 (Utah 1999).
Margulies ex rel. Margulies v. Upchurch, 696 P.2d 1195 (Utah 1985).
Microbiological Research Corp. v. Muna, 625 P.2d 690, 695 (Utah 1981).
Renshaw v. Tracy Loan & Trust Co., 87 Utah 364, 49 P2.d 403, 404 (Utah 1935).
C&Y Corp. v. General Biometrics, 896 P.2d 47, 54 (Utah App. 1995).
Envirotech Corporation v. Callahan, 872 P.2d 487 (Utah App. 1994).
Black's Law Dictionary 640 (7th Ed. 1999).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Changes from: 5/8/2006
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1914. Contract damages. Introduction.
If [name of defendant] has wrongfully terminated [name of plaintiff] in breach of a
contract, you may award [name of plaintiff] damages. Damages recoverable for breach
of contract include general damages and consequential damages.
I will now explain what general damages and consequential damages mean.
MUJI 1st References.
18.12.
References.
Mahmood v. Ross, 1999 UT 104, 19, 990 P.2d 933, 937.
Berube v. Fashion Centre, Ltd., 771 P.2d 1033 (Utah 1989).
Beck v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 701 P.2d 795, 801 (Utah 1985).
Erickson v. PI, 73 Cal. App. 3d 850 (1977).
Parker v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 3 Cal. 3d 176 (1970).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Approved for use: 5/8/2006
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1915. Contract damages. General damages.
General damages are those that flow naturally from the breach of the employment
contract. In other words, those damages which, from common sense and experience,
would naturally be expected to result from [name of defendant]’s breach.
To recover general damages, [name of plaintiff] must prove:
(1) [the amount of wages or salary that [name of plaintiff] would have received from
[name of defendant] during the period you find the employment was reasonably certain
to have continued;]
(2) [the amount of benefits during the same period;] and
(3) [other items of damage in evidence].
MUJI 1st References.
18.12.
References.
Mahmood v. Ross, 1999 UT 104, 19, 990 P.2d 933, 937 (Utah 1999).
Berube v. Fashion Centre, Ltd., 771 P.2d 1033 (Utah 1989).
Beck v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 701 P.2d 795, 801 (Utah 1985).
Prince v. Peterson, 538 P.2d 1325, 1328 (Utah 1975).
Erickson v. PI, 73 Cal. App. 3d 850 (1977).
Parker v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 3 Cal. 3d 176 (1970).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Changes from: 5/8/2006
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1916. Contract damages. Consequential damages.
Consequential damages are those damages that were contemplated by [name of
plaintiff] and [name of defendant] or were reasonably foreseeable by them at the time
the terms of the employment contract were made.
To recover consequential damages, [name of plaintiff] must prove:
(1) that the consequential damages were caused by the breach;
(2) that the consequential damages were contemplated or reasonably foreseeable at
the time the terms of the employment contract were made; and
(3) the amount of the consequential damages with reasonable approximation, not
with absolute precision.
MUJI 1st References.
18.12.
References.
Kraatz v. Heritage Imports, 2003 UT App 201, 48-49, 53-54, 71 P3d. 188, 199-201.
Mahmood v. Ross, 1999 UT 104, 20, 990 P.2d 933, 937-38.
Berube v. Fashion Centre, Ltd., 771 P.2d 1033 (Utah 1989).
Beck v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 701 P.2d 795, 801 (Utah 1985).
Erickson v. PI, 73 Cal. App. 3d 850 (1977).
Parker v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 3 Cal. 3d 176 (1970).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Changes from: 5/8/2006
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1917. Damages for wrongful termination in violation of public policy.
If [name of defendant] terminated [name of plaintiff] in violation of public policy,
[name of plaintiff] is entitled to recover:
(1) general damages that flow naturally from the breach;
(2) consequential damages that were contemplated or reasonably foreseeable by
[name of plaintiff] and [name of defendant] at the time the terms of the employment
contract were made; and
(3) noneconomic damages.
I will now explain what each of these means.
[Give Instruction 2002 regarding proof of damages.]
[Give Instruction 1915 regarding general damages.]
[Give Instruction 1916 regarding consequential damages.]
[Give Instruction 2004 regarding noneconomic damages.]
MUJI 1st References.
18.11.
References.
3 Devitt, Blackmar & Wolf, Federal Jury Practice and Instructions, Section 104.6 (4th
Ed. 1987).
Block v. R.H. Macy & Co., 712 F.2d 1241, 1245 (8th Cir., 1983).
E.E.O.C. Policy Guide on Compensatory and Punitive Damages Under 1991 Civil
Rights Act (B.N.A., 1992) at II(A)(2), as modified.
Stallworth v. Shuler, 777 F.2d 1431 (11th Cir. 1985).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Changes from: 5/8/2006
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1918. Damages. Employee duty to mitigate damages.
An employee who has lost wages as a result of termination has a duty to make
reasonable efforts to find comparable employment, but the employee is not required to
make every effort possible to avoid the damages.
If [name of plaintiff] found new employment, deduct the amount earned from any
damages awarded. If [name of plaintiff] through reasonable efforts could have found
comparable employment, deduct the amount that [he] could have earned from any
damages awarded.
[Name of defendant] has the burden of proving that [name of plaintiff] obtained or
reasonably could have obtained comparable employment of a similar character.
MUJI 1st References.
18.13.
References.
Angelos v. First Interstate Bank of Utah, 671 P.2d 772 (Utah 1983).
Pratt v. Board of Education of Uintah County School District, 564 P.2d 294 (Utah
1977).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Approved for use: 5/8/2006
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1919. Special damages. Unemployment compensation.
If you decide to award damages for financial losses, such as lost wages, lost
benefits, medical expenses, and other out-of-pocket expenses, do not reduce the
amount of those damages by the amount that [name of plaintiff] may have received
payment from such sources as unemployment insurance, workers' compensation, social
security or disability benefits.
MUJI 1st References.
27.3.
References.
Gibbs M. Smith, Inc. v. US Fidelity, & Guaranty Co., 949 P.2d 337, 345 (Utah 1997).
Suniland Corp. v. Radcliffe, 576 P.2d 847, 849 (Utah 1978).
Green v. Denver & Rio Grande Western R. Co., 59 F.3d 1029, 1032 (10th Cir.
1995).
Whatley v. Skaggs Companies, Inc., 707 F.2d 1129, 1138 (10th Cir. 1983).
Advisory Committee Notes.
Staff Notes.
Status. Changes from: 5/8/2006
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